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Xiao Zeng
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Abstract
The role of online
has
increasingly significant in content
language
integrated Chinese courses in terms of material preparation and autonomous learning
ask design. The study examines a case of integrating online
into an
advanced Chinese newspaper and journalism class and discusses
online resources
can be utilized to foster student autonomy and promote self-regulated learning.
Specifically, the study demonstrates the key features of a video platform (Pear Video)
and editing tool (Interphoto), and shows how the task arrangement takes advantage of
resources in enhancing students’ language and content skills. The analysis of the
earning outcomes and students’ feedback proved the efficacy of the video platform and
such curriculum design.
Keywords: CLIL, autonomous learning, authentic online resources, advanced
Chinese learning, video project

CFL (Chinese as Foreign Language) learning mediated by various technological
esources (e.g., LMS, mobile devices, multimedia materials,
various online services) has
become an integral part of CFL education beyond the classroom. With the global pandemic
forcing more students to study from home, the proportion of time spent on self-directed
echnology-assisted
significantly increases. However,
utilization of digital tools
demands a higher level of independence and interdependence (Barnard et al., 2009; Little &
Thorne, 2017). How can we
students for such learning through the use of rich online
esources?
The understanding of certain resources and the creative
of incorporating them into
curriculum may be the answer. The video is one of the most common resources in use,
especially in content
language integrated Chinese class where authentic materials are
indispensable. Long influenced by teacher-centered, textbook-driven pedagogy, CFL educators
face the challenge of finding suitable videos and using them efficiently to enhance students’
earning experience, not to mention
difficulties of helping students use the
materials
hemselves to acquire the language. The study attempts to address this issue by analyzing the
case of an advanced Chinese class at the tertiary level and proposes the potential of integrating
videos to foster student autonomy development in a CLIL context.

Literature Review
Technology-enhanced Autonomous Learning
Learner autonomy in foreign language learning refers to the readiness and ability to shift
flexibly between independent and group tasks to
one’s own language
(Dam,
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2013; Holec, 1981; Benson, 2016). The exercise of autonomy plays a vital role in Chinese
second language learning
tertiary students, sometimes being the deciding
of
academic success. Many scholars
educators begin to realize the limitation of classroom
and

tion knowledge
learning
and
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how autonomy among
need
by
the
potential
ofability
promoting
language
learning
CFL learners
their
knowledge
interweaving
and
and
resources
a
and
learner
bewithin and beyond the classroom (Ding, 2011; Jin, 2001; Lai, 2019; Wang, 2016). Among
by these
works, Lai’s study on learners’ beliefs
autonomous language
pointed out the
significance of technological
to foreign language students’ self-directed learning
experience. According to her, technology has a “two-way cyclical interactionimmersion
” with learning
beliefs in the development of autonomous language learning.
The LMS (Learning Management System, e.g., Moodle and Google Classroom), mobile
applications, authentic audio or audiovisual materials,
various online services such as
streaming websites are all common resources students resort to when they
to consolidate
their existing
or acquire new vocabulary and grammar on their own. Therefore,
many studies have been dedicated to technology-enhanced autonomous language learning. They
mainly examine how the technological environment interacts with the fostering of language
autonomy in a teacher-initiated context, including the reinforcement of learners’
identities (Little & Thorne, 2017; Pellerin, 2017), the redefinition of learner autonomy in a
social or political context (Lewis, 2014; Little & Thorne, 2017), the challenges posed
self
regulation in the virtual environment (Suvorov & Cabello, 2017) and emergence of ideas in
pedagogical design (Hafner & Miller, 2011).
Currently, technology-assisted autonomous Chinese learning is majorly driven
interests, lacking support from teachers. It is not surprising that very limited research has been
done to explore the
relationships between CFL learners and technology in their
autonomous
process.
(2001) is among the first group of researchers to discuss the
role of autonomy in CFL teaching at theoretical level. He agrees the major indicator of
successful CFL teaching is that students understand
to learn independently. His statement
is later echoed by Ding’s (2011) investigation into teachers’ roles in the development of CFL
students’ autonomous learning
and Wang’s (2016) detailed descriptions of eight
students’ learning profiles regarding their autonomous Chinese language learning. Pedagogical
innovations have also been done to help students self-regulate their own Chinese learning using
technological resources. For example, Wang (2008) encouraged students to monitor their own
learning progress by writing digital learning journals
received promising results;
Valdebenito
Chen (2019) suggested a holistic curriculum design incorporating various
technology to enhance autonomous learning ability. These studies restate the importance of
learner-centered instruction
advocate a focus transition to the individual initiative in CFL
education.

a Jin

Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL)
Based on conceptual foundations established by research on language
and
pedagogical practice commonly seen in bilingual education, the term “Content and Language
Integrated Learning” (CLIL) was first coined in 1994 by David Marsh. He believes CLIL “can
considered pedagogy focusing on meaning which contrasts to those focus on form” (Marsh,
2002, p. 49). A similar term “Content-based Instruction” (CBI) more commonly used in North
America also refers to the same idea that academic
is taught through a foreign
language. According to Cenoz’s (2015) study, these two terms are not different in
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fundamental natures and only differ from each other in different contexts. However, CLIL is a
more appropriate
the language program this study involves as the course design is not
entirely content-oriented and places slightly more emphasis on language and content learning at
the same time.
After the mid-90s, CLIL theoretical studies and practices saw a focus transition from
linguistic arguments, policy debates, and program descriptions to pedagogical concerns (Stryker
& Leaver, 1997). Despite
indisputable benefits brought by CLIL, issues like syntactic
inaccuracies and a
of explicit language objectives appear (Dupuy, 2000). To deal with the
complexities of content
language integrated curricula, empirical studies were widely
conducted to explore all aspects of CLIL in different languages (e.g., Stryker & Leaver, 1997;
Short, 2002). In 2005, the same year when
Eurydice report on CLIL was published, a
changed momentum has been discernible in CBI-related fields such as immersion programs,
bilingual education, “sheltered” language courses, and FLAC classrooms.
concrete
learning goals come into
as a “core instrument for achieving policy aims” directed at
creating a multilingual population (Dalton-Puffer, 2008). At the same time, in response to the
urgent request for more systematic framework
CBI/CLIL research, on the foundation of
the 4Cs Framework of CLIL (Coyle, 2007), Zappa-Hollman and Duff (2013) proposed five
potential models, varying from larger mixed-method studies to micro-level case studies and
discourse analysis.
In China,
American successful models are taken and
to create
more “English for Specific Purposes” courses both at the school
tertiary levels. Facing the
challenges of teaching a language with features distinctive from the
linguistic system,
Chinese L2 teachers
instructors start to apply
concepts of CLIL to facilitate CFL
learning and build collaborative knowledge construction spaces. At the school level, studies
mainly focus on
to
the dual goals of language and culture
Chinese
L2 learners via CLIL
(e.g., Prescott & Zhang, 2017). Some scholars attempt to
establish framework
Chinese CLIL, but most of the attention is still on pedagogical
practices, like Orton & Cui’s CLIL Unit” proposal in 2016. At the tertiary level, successful
research has been
majorly addressing
issues arising from language flagship
programs and advanced Chinese courses. These works reveal how the
incorporate
LSP elements into its goal of reaching language proficiency
cultural competence (Spring,
2012).

Integrating Online Resources: Videos and Tools
When designing content
language integrated course or teaching module, Chinese
instructors always face a wide range of challenges, among which material preparation is the first
to deal with. Most language educators
already realized the significance of authentic
learning and attempted to avoid artificial textbook language when preparing appropriate
learning materials for their students. As Morrow (1977) defines it, “An authentic text is a stretch
of real language, produced by a real speaker or writer for real audience
designed to
convey real message of some sort” (p. 13). Under this definition, videos recorded by native
speakers in a real-time manner are the best options. Online platforms like YouTube and Weibo
have
anyone with internet access to
a content contributor
in turn benefits
second language learners who have long been in an artificial linguistic
and lack
authentic language input.
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However, achieving authenticity
comprehension at the same time
students is no
easy task. Instructors often find videos in Chinese difficult
students to utilize, especially for
those who are in transition phase from language-focused curriculum to practical contentoriented modules. Major challenges are insufficient language knowledge, social and cultural
barriers, unfamiliarity with the topics, high speech rate and low clarity,
the
of
accents and dialects in these authentic videos. Some researchers (e.g., Gilmore, 2007) have
already noticed this phenomenon and attempted to seek solutions. In his study on authentic
materials, Gilmore (2007) proposed that a
method to monitor
levels in authentic
material is to vary the task rather than the text,
authentic materials are seen as both
encouraging a tolerance of partial comprehension
enhancing learners’ inferencing skills.
This might work if the learning process is closely monitored by the instructors and prompt
guidance is always available. But in an autonomous learning context, not every student is
equipped with the skills and experience to select videos both to their interests and appropriate
their current language level. According to Krashen’s (1992) input hypothesis, only the
“comprehensible input” leads to language acquisition. Thus, this paper seeks to introduce online
ces
autonomous
CLIL
courses
and examine conducted
to
andsuitable
especially
the
and Chinese
，阳光
…politics, learning for。
integrate themhappening
through task
design effectively.
梨视频

discus
for

Short-form Videos: Pear Video as an Example
and
With smartphones
tablets gradually replacing laptops
desktops as the major
devices to receive up-to-date information, an increasing number of news consumers are using
mobile applications,
short-form video platforms, for informative or entertaining
purposes.
Pear Video (
) is one of these Chinese news platforms that offer short-form videos
on various topics such as
society, entertainment, lifestyle, science
technology,
media, economics, etc. Unlike the traditional news media which only hire experienced
journalists, the Pear videos are created by thousands of freelancers stationed globally. Also,
different from streaming websites YouTube or short-form video APP TikTok where anyone can
upload
share, Pear Video only publishes the approved submissions and pays the qualified
news content providers (either organizations or individuals). The selection process
by
professional producers guarantees the quality of footage and at
same time, the clips maintain
their organic nature. It means that spontaneous
natural conversations captured
native speakers are more likely to be seen on this platform. Here’s a transcribed excerpt
between a teacher and students
they
the topic gender equality:”
“那有没有人告诉过你们，男孩应该是什么样子或者女孩应该是什么样
子？我认为男生应该就是性格开朗
，然后活泼，然后像女生的话，
我觉得就是应该，应该就是更加文静一点，就是更加，不应该那么外
向 …我觉得女生凭什么就不可以踢足球。我问了一下，我们班级大多数
女孩子都蛮喜欢踢足球的呀 ”

Colloquial features such as typical filler words “然后,” repetition “应该/就是,”
unintentional rephrasing “开朗/阳光/活泼” and “文静/不那么外向” remain in the above
discourse. These characters only found in unedited videos may seem unprofessional but actually
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provide more linguistic clues for second language learners to understand the meaning of the
conversation. This is particularly useful
autonomous Chinese language learners who lack
language support from instructors. Since the news feeds are majorly made by ordinary people
about their daily lives, vocabulary and grammatical structures appearing on Pear Video are
more frequently used compared to the scripted or staged news reports by mainstream media.
Another feature that makes Pear Video a suitable online resource for promoting
autonomy in a CLIL context is the length of these videos. Most videos
no more than three
minutes,
the longest (the documentary series) no more than ten. Regarding the desirable
length of videos, studies have already been carried out to prove that the mini-video format or
short videos are better (e.g., Leton et al., 2009). Guo, Kim & Rubin (2014), after their extensive
empirical study of how video-producing decisions impact
engagement in virtual
educational environments, discovered
results. They came to the
that “shorter
and informal talking-head videos are much more engaging than high-quality, pre-recorded
classroom lectures.” The conciseness of these videos works efficiently to provide diverse ideas
and opinions in a shorter amount of time and words,
increases
accessibility of
information
the autonomous learning experience.
The diversity
depth of the topics are also
highlights of Pear Video. When
searching the same topic “gender equality” on it,
result list covers varied areas such as
“gender equality in different countries,” “female in relationship,” “blind date corner in China,”
“gender equality in workplaces,” “income for male and female,” “twisted feminism,” “make-up
males,” etc. The keywords system
video descriptions work together to help searchers
find the information matching their needs the most. More importantly, the platform encourages
insightful and unique opinions
conducting interviews with insiders in the industry. Figure 1
is a sample transcribed excerpt on “gender equality.”

Figure . Transcript of a Video Clip on Gender Equality”
In the one-and-a-half-minute clip, Shen Yifei, the director of the Center
Family
Studies at Fudan University, explained
Eastern and Western families perceive the concept
of “equality” differently. The idea that being equal means both parties feeling happy and
comfortable rather than pursuing an equal amount of workload is controversial and thought
provoking. In Mehisto’s (2012) analysis of CLIL learning materials, the author claims that
“quality learning materials do more than just communicating information. They promote critical
and creative thought, discussion and
autonomy” (p. 16). It can easier to find such
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materials on Pear Video. Another similar video production is TED Talks (China)
also
strives to inspire the audience with revolutionary concepts. However, TED videos usually last
between ten to twenty minutes
are full of technical terms. The Pear video presented above
summarizes the
point in only 350 words with a vocabulary suitable
third to fourth-year
Chinese speakers. Both spoken and written languages of the same
appear in pairs: “分
工/
,” 协商/对方能接受，那就对方来做,” “时间强度达到对等/时间加起来
” In this sense, Pear Video is much more accessible as learning material
Chinese
autonomous learners.

Video Editing: Interphoto Vlog as an Example
Due to
ambitious dual goals of CLIL courses, “CLIL brings together the main
principles of task-based learning
communicative language teaching by creating an authentic
setting of meaningful learning where the students can engage in exploring and finding out about
the world while using a foreign language to do so” (Ioannou Georgiou, 2012). Adopting a
student-centered project-based strategy is the key to fulfilling
objectives. While more handson tasks are designed for CLIL students, the
for their autonomy also increases
significantly. How do we encourage the development of autonomous learning strategies,
especially incorporating the audiovisual materials
in
previous paragraphs? It is
believed that “digital compositions” have the potential to “bridge the gap
in-class and
out-of-class
practices” (Hafner & Miller, 2011). Specifically, carefully planned video
projects
and self-regulated by students themselves can be ideal tasks to achieve the goal.
However, language instructors organizing a “digital story project” need to remind
students to focus on “the
” not “the technology” (Ohler, 2006). Therefore,
tools for
students to exercise autonomy must be chosen and recommended wisely. In this project, the
author selected the vlogging platform Interphoto as an example to demonstrate the fundamental
criteria
need to meet when creating content.
The video editing tool must user-friendly, even to those who are not tech-savvy. As
shown in Figure 2, the functions of this platform are horizontally listed with self-explanatory
to indicate the roles they play. Multiple clips can added at the same time and
the edit” function allows users to quickly cut the pieces out to create a draft video. The clips
edited out are all listed with thumbnails,
simply dragging them back and forth can change
their sequence of them. The basic elements
video production like “intro,” “transition,” and
“ending” can added through automatic functions. The exporting
sharing of the final
project is also convenient. As Interphoto is a vlog-sharing platform, students can easily get
editing ideas by watching other vloggers’ production.

Designing and Implementing the Teaching Units
Learner Background
The CLIL module studied in this paper was
under
course name “AS312
Newspaper
Journalistic Practices in
” at Mount Holyoke College. It is a onesemester fourth-year Chinese language course at the 300 level
also a Nexus course in
Journalism, Media, and Public Discourse Track. The course aims to
students understand
the basics of journalism through various media channels, learn the skills of journalistic
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Figure 2. The User Interface of Video Editing APP Interphoto Vlog

practices, and enhance their critical thinking and analytical skills by working on a variety of
topics. AS312 was originally designed as a language-oriented advanced Chinese course, but the
author revised the curriculum
2019-2020 to transform it into CLIL course. Besides
learning necessary themed vocabulary
grammatical structures commonly seen in
journalistic writing,
primary goal of this course is to produce an insightful and newsworthy
report. The students are trained in their six core skills of journalism: news analysis,
interviewing, news structure, news title, and language, as well as news editing and making. All
the students attended two lectures and one drill lesson each week. Questions
the news
production (both language and content) were addressed during drill lessons, office hours, and
private tutoring hours.
There are
students registering for the course in the 2019-2020 academic year, five
in their senior year, one junior, two sophomores, and one freshman. Three students in this class
finished three years’ Chinese learning, and others either entered through placement tests or
transferred from other institutes or overseas programs. Therefore, the language proficiency of
each
varies greatly. The students were of different majors, three studying science
such as biology, physics, and computer science, and six studying liberal arts like psychology,
English, international relations, etc. Only three of them selected this course because of the
minor requirement. Based on a survey
on the first day,
of them chose the class
because of interest in the content subject. Due to the varied backgrounds, students were allowed
to choose different
their
news-making projects, including divorce’s
influence,” electronic cigars,” soap operas in two countries,” “minorities in Xinjiang,”
“
tea
cancer,” “Belt and Road Initiative,” “housing issues,” “transgender rights,” etc.

Balance of Content and Language: Through the Questions
When teachers plan CLIL curriculum or units, they are required to organize linguistic
goals and integrate contents across the curriculum. During the process, “the making of
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connections between languages and content are instrumental, whereas project
task-based
work is advisable as means for
to design their lessons, as well as
the students to
learn in meaningful way” (San Isidro, 2017). The major challenge that teachers are faced with
is striking the desired balance between language
content objectives (e.g., Baecher et al.,
2014),
a recent study by Spenader, Wesely, & Glynn (2020) analyzing 36 unit plans also
confirms the findings. As language instructors, the linguistic objectives are usually wellarticulated, but content
is not supported in targeted way. How can teachers fulfill the
goal without transforming their course structure? The
may lie in the questions they raise
during the classes.

Figure 3. Street Interviews, Events, Exclusive Interview, and Non-traditional Reports

As can seen in Figure 3, the news videos are categorized into four different types:
street, event, exclusive
non-traditional. When instructors worked on the videos, they usually
first analyze the content of the footage, such as “the topic,” “
opinions interviewees
proposed,” “the language they use,” etc. Questions the instructors design revolve around the
transcript itself. These questions fall within the language comprehension domain. In order to
direct students’ attention to the “content” learning in the CLIL context, the author of this paper
designed news-making skill lessons with so-called Content-Oriented Questions. These questions
are designed to help students read into the structure of the videos and the
used to tell
a story in short clip. By posing these questions about the cores of news video making, students
are motivated to reflect on how they can deal with the
they have gathered and how to
create professional news with individuality. For example,
help students realize the
importance of asynchronous sound in news making by asking them whether the speaker has
appeared on camera. Table 1 is a list of sample Content-Oriented Questions:
Table 1. A List of Sample Content-Oriented Questions
Types of
内容教学为导向问题 Content-oriented Questions
Videos
Are the answers the
一个人的回答都在一 same person grouped
Street
起还是一个问题的回 together or the answers to
Interviews
the same question
答都在一起？
together?
Street
Interviews

除了采访字幕以外，
你还看到了什么？

Events

为了表现最棒的书
店，视频一开始拍了

how
by
https://engagedscholarship.csuohio.edu/cltmt/vol5/iss2/4
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Purpose of the Questions
To know
to re
organize the materials
obtained from the
interviews

To understand the
What else did you see other
importance of visual aids
than the captions?
other than the subtitles
To understand the
What was included at the
significance of nonbeginning of the clip to
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Events

Exclusive
Interviews

什么？为什么要这么
拍？
拍万圣节的活动时，
谁说话了？这个人出
现在镜头里了吗？
视频一开始是直接开
始采访吗？为什么？

Exclusive
Interviews

人物说话的时候，画
面一直是人物吗？还
可以是什么？

Nontraditional
Reports

被采访人不愿意出现
在镜头里，怎么办？

Nontraditional
Reports

除了手机/相机拍摄
的话面以外，还可以
用什么素材来制作视
频？

show the “best book
store?” Why?

Who spoke in the scene?
Did this person show up?
Did the
start in
the beginning? Why?
When the interviewee
talked, was his face in the
picture? What else can be
shown?
What should we do if the
interviewee is not willing
to show up?

What can be used to create
videos other than footage
we shoot on our devices?

verbal cues in
news,
e.g., ambiance
To learn
technique of
using asynchronous
sound in the news
To know another way to
introduce the topic
To learn
different
approaches to
demonstrate a person on
screen
To understand the
flexible use of audio
materials
To learn
to use
online
and
importance of
copyrights

4.3 Assessment Criteria
The final grading of the coursework consists of five parts: class attendance and
performance (15%), workbook and extra worksheets (15%), chapter quizzes (20%), mid-term
project (20%), and final project (30%). All the written and oral assignments were evaluated
their language and content. Take the final video project, for example, the students were offered
the rubric in the first class, so they knew what was
from them.

Table 2. Sample Checklist
完成度25%
Task Achievement
□你的视频长度是否在2分30秒
到5分钟之间
□你的视频是否有字幕？（中文/
中文&英文）
□你的视频是否有清楚的标注
（被采访者姓名，采访地点，网
络视频来源等）

语言25%
Language

视频制作25%
Video Making

内容25%
Content

□你的视频是否有语
法错误
□你的视频是否使用
了地道的词汇
□你的视频是否使用
了正式的新闻语言

□你的视频是否
声音，画面清晰
□你的视频是否
剪辑自然
□你的视频是否
完整易懂

□你的视频是否
有清楚的观点
□你的视频是否
具体
□你的视频是否
逻辑清晰

Descriptive words, such as completely, mostly, partly, rarely, and never (fulfilled), were
used as rating scale points in each checkbox to guide teachers to record assessments and help
students self-assess their progress. As shown in Table 2, the assessment generally emphasizes
the task itself (the content) with only one criterion dedicated to second language usage. This
does not
language accuracy and range were overlooked in the general evaluation process.
In fact, second language learning was reinforced through a wide range of exercises
quizzes.
However, unlike traditional language-driven CLIL courses, this class intentionally downplayed

the
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the necessity of producing 100% correct language spontaneously due to the nature of journalism
which requires constant editing and polishing. Therefore, students were allowed the flexibility
to attempt the language tasks more than once
reminded that improving the quality of the
language was only a part of journalistic writing
presentation. At the same time, students
were encouraged to resort to different
to work on their language in this course, such
as tutoring hours, office hours, peer review online, etc.

Task Design
Stage 1: Orientation
At the beginning of the semester, the students were informed of the course structure and
instructed on the academic expectation during the first two classes. Specifically, they were
aware that they would need to choose a topic that appeals to them, gather,
read or watch
news
related to it, conduct interviews, write and present a report
finally visualize
the report to the form that
standard of those on the new media. The presentation of the
written and
news would their mid-term and final assessment respectively. This project
was independent of the learning of 6 themed
chosen from the textbook “Today’s World,”
but students would trained to master the skills to perform the task their own through these
textbook units. Learner autonomy played a vital role for students to succeed in the independent
project, but the task was also teacher-guided in a collaborative and mutually supportive
environment. Specifically, the students would take advantage of an online sharing platform
Padlet
the school’s LMS Moodle where they need to constantly
their learning results
beyond the classroom
peer reviews. At each
stage, a student would be paired
with new
partner for whom she needs to provide timely feedback.
Stage 2: News Analysis
In the first two weeks, students learned to identify the 5W1H (when, where, who, what,
why, how) in the news reports through two units in the textbook and extra materials organized
by the instructor. At this phase, the emphasis is to equip students with the
to divide a
general topic into smaller sub-topics and brainstorm new story angles by analyzing the “what,”
“why,” and “how” of typical news feeds. At the same time, students were assigned an
independent task to begin gathering data and background information
their own future
reporting. Padlet, the online sharing platform, and ten-minute speed discussions during the
weekly lab/drill session provided them with opportunities to draw on ideas from each other.
During the discussions, three random students formed a temporary group, shared their progress
the past week,
feedback from their peers. The practice aimed to enhance
students’ understanding of their projects by pitching their ideas to real audiences, a process
similar to the editorial meeting common in China. After the discussion, as part of the
homework, the participants would comment on their group members’ Padlet posts and offer
advice on how their peers could improve their data collection and analysis.
Stage 3: Interviewing
After comprehensive study of articles and videos within their interested area, students
were encouraged to reflect
questions could be designed to elicit the
they
have obtained. This was achieved by conducting several rounds of mock interviews related to
the topics in the textbook and the ones students previously chose for their final project. The
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students would switch positions as the interviewers and
interviewees during the weekly lab
sessions. The instructor would observe the process and guide students to reflect on the
spontaneous feedback from posing
questions.
instance, if the interviewer was
interested in the daily routine of an overseas student in the United States, she
experiment
with various questions, whether it is a general one like “what do you do during the week?” or a
more specific one like “do you start a day with a
breakfast.” The instructor would help
summarize the characters of a successful question with desired answers. Through training,
students
understood what an effective non-leading
should look like and were
able to familiarize themselves with
process of conducting a series of interviews: from
identifying the targeted audience
designing questions, to seeking ideal interviewees. Group
and individual works were also organized to help students understand the art of proposing
thought-provoking
unbiased questions as news reporter, for example, using phrases like
“然后呢,” “
,” “比如,” “能具体说说吗,”
“我有点不太明白你说的,” to encourage
interviewees when they didn’t respond well. Students polished their skills by
with
each other and at
same time gathered first-hand
their respective projects. After
this stage, students would do a mid-term presentation to report their progress.
Stage 4: News Structure
How to organize and present stories was the next stage’s focus. Students were
introduced to three main news report structures: inverted pyramid, Wall Street Journal Formula,
WeChat Official Account style. Then, they would trained to rewrite the same pieces of news
using
composition structures. The rewriting exercise would reinforce students’
vocabulary and grammar
also enhance their understanding of different organizations of
news articles and how structuring influences
general writing style. As the tasks were
introduced and performed in an inductive approach, students had to actively process the
and
formality ation
Afour work
to find out the
onbetheelements of each
featured style. For example,
good
semi-formal
告诉记者
… together
students were asked to transform a
column regarding marriage into a
of
WeChat post that appeals to females in their early 30s. Without
a given answer, they had to
last
study the sample writing, compared their writing with their peers, and discovered a pattern via
discussions. At the same time, they would reflect the advantages and disadvantages of
various news structures, which structure could utilized in their writing/video project and
attempt to come up with a written draft with clear logic.

…

A指

Stage 5: News Title and Language
At this stage, the students learned to achieve simplicity, specificity, and a higher degree
of
in language. list of formal phrases and sentence structures that could replace
colloquial wording was provided, such as说/觉得vs表示,认为,
，同意,相信,
，
提到, and 则/其中/然而 …却/在谈到 …时. The technique to come up with eye-catching
titles was also taught. All the students would assume
role of editors and participate in a peer
review process. relatively complete writing
was finished at this point.
Stage 6: News Editing and Making
In the
stage, students started to work on the visualization of their written work.
Inspired by
types of Pear Video, they had to answer a series of content-oriented questions
and ask themselves what makes
news. As the previous stages
laid a solid foundation,
the last one was more about producing authentic and professional content that spoke to the real
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audience. When students sat together, sharing critics and ideas of the news samples, they
transitioned from a Chinese language learner to semi-professional journalist. There were two
rounds of screening organized to allow students to raise questions and offer advice to each
other. The final cut was viewed during the
class and students briefly
it and ran a
quick Q&A after the viewing.

Achieving Learner Autonomy in a CLIL Context

Learning Outcomes
Barnard et al. (2009) claim that a higher level of autonomy is vital in the control of
learning behavior. Therefore, students’ performance beyond the classroom can be the ideal
of the level of autonomy they
accomplished. Although it is not easy to
constantly monitor their
progress without proper platforms and tools, the instructors
can always resort to the learning outcomes
clues. Figure 4 is a sample screenshot of a
presentation collected from a student with an average proficiency level compared to her peers.

Figure 4. Preliminary Interview

The task was completed during Stage 3 (Interviewing). It required students to read news
articles on the topic they were interested in
gave a presentation on what they have read as
well as
planned to conduct the interviews. Most students took the initiative to conduct
several rounds of pilot interviews after class and had already included some preliminary ideas in
their presentations. However, as can be seen in Figure 4, the language utilized was still casual
and the purpose of the interviews was ambiguous. Figure 5 is another draft (before any
or correction) from the same student during Stage 5 (News Title and Language):
At this point, the content from the interviews was reorganized to in a
structure
and casual phrases were purposefully replaced with more formal language despite occasional
lapses. The instructor didn’t force certain writing standard on students and they were given the
freedom to choose how they produced their own news, but they still consciously monitored their
writing and the language they used. It is because students had the ability to make their judgment
the practice in different stages
they truly understood the “whys” and “hows” of news
writing. When
were well aware of the expectation for them,
started to demonstrate
autonomous
behaviors such as self-correction. It is also important to note that the
instructor’s constructive feedback on
work along the whole process and constant
ation of
works of students is crucial in
them to actively participate in
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the task. Students should also be frequently reminded to focus
creating a
of news
instead of excellent homework written in Chinese. This helps ease their anxiety
producing
error-free work and direct their attention to developing useful skills using the language. The
same applies to the later video project.

Figure 5. Screenshots of Sample Written Draft

Figure 6. Screenshots of Final Video Project
According to the feedback received at the end of the semester, all students
“very
motivated
” when they focused on the task of “making a creative work for real
audiences after studying successful news productions” rather than “using the foreign language
to do something.” Some felt the need to “conduct more interviews” just because they were
inspired by new videos and
the opinions were not diverse enough. The final productions
reflect each student’s own personality. Some performed street interviews, some brought out an
insightful exclusive interview discussing a topic in-depth, and some chose to do voiceover and
took advantage of public images
footage to create their own news. During the process, most
students were unintentionally exposed to more authentic language materials. Successful as the
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task may sound, a few students did compromise language accuracy to some extent in order to
realize the vision for their final works. Whether the behavior should be discouraged remains to
discussed.

Feedback
The autonomous
ability, based on the definition, can indicated by learners’
awareness of the learning process, the willingness to take initiative, the capability to utilize
different learning strategies to regulate their learning. However, the broad term can’t reflect the
comprehensive
of being a truly successful autonomous learner. Scholars attempted to
define autonomy” by creating detailed frameworks in the autonomous learning context, such as
Oxford’s (1990) learning strategies use framework
Zimmerman’s (2002) Self-regulated
Learning Framework. Ruelens’ (2019) Self-efficacy Questionnaire of Language Learning
Strategies summarized the aspects of works mentioned and proposed seven descriptors of
autonomous
ability. These indicators will help identify whether students in this CLIL
teaching units have
their autonomy:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

identifying learning needs
goal-setting
selecting an appropriate approach
seeking social support
organizing the
environment
monitoring the
evaluating the
process and outcome
transferring acquired skills or information to other contexts

The course received 9 detailed mid-term and final reports on
students perceived the
experimental video-making final project
their comments on their technology-mediated
autonomous
experience.
In general, the project succeeded in helping students exercise initiative. Creativity” was
the most mentioned word in their feedback:

“...the project incorporates creative teaching techniques and encourages
participation”
“...projects allowed for creativity and application of learned material”
“...it reflected creativity and creative thinking and helped to encourage that type
of thinking in our own learning”
“
tasks that accommodate for all learning types, very interesting
class structure”
“The major project was also interesting and gave us a lot of
to make it
our own”

Many mentioned
the creative design of the curriculum motivated them to put more
effort into the project. When asked why they
more driven, they agreed that the “authentic”
and “elaborated” task design sparked their desire to create something of their
” and “voice
their feelings and opinions on key matters.” The instructor’s interactions with these students
also show that most of them finished this course with a clear
of what their learning result
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should look like and knew what they were able to get out of this course. However, the author
would like to point out that the development of autonomous learning ability was a gradual and
long process. Clear instructions and scaffolded task design were necessary for students to
understand their learning needs
set their goals
the project. One-on-one discussions with
students, especially at the beginning phase of the project, were also critical to help clarify the
expectation
requirements, build their confidence, and transition smoothly to the
independent task. The instructor
a
and positive change in attitude and more
active classroom participation regarding the independent project after
private talks.
In addition, most students gradually learned to track their own learning and assess
progress through this task. For example, a student mentioned in her mid-term feedback:
“This is a kind of project where you really do get out of it what you put into it. So
while I learned a fair bit and kept up
Chinese skills, I can see how if I'd kept
up with the material and task a little more I probably would have improved quite
a bit.”

Another student wrote: It didn't necessarily seem like it at the time but looking back on
it I learned a lot by finishing
project step by step.” Three students feel “constantly
” but managed to improve on
aspects such as “vocabulary,” “confidence,”
and “speaking.” These comments showed how students positioned themselves during the
learning process
actively to improve on what
lacked. And many students are
fully aware of what they have learned and how they can apply the knowledge in the future. One
student wrote:
“I further my knowledge and skills in both Chinese and journalism. I
language and communication techniques while looking at
topics through lens of different cultures. I think the techniques I learned can
hlep(help) me efficiently read Chinese articles and deal with other Chinese
digital materials”
Students were also able to take advantage of the flexibility to better their autonomous
learning experience. student thought the project allowed her to avoid topics she didn’t enjoy
and felt more “willing to contribute to the project:”

“I did not enjoy all readings in the book. Some of the units at the beginning of
the semester related to very personal topics, such as love, marriage, parenting,
etc. As a college student, I found it very challenging to describe my values for
these things for several weeks at a time,
to precisely communicate in
Chinese. So I chose Chinese cinema as my topic.”

When asked if
put more effort into this project compared to other
learning
experiences, eight out of nine students answered “yes.” One of the most mentioned reasons is
that they felt responsible for their interviewees
” while they were required to
share the creating process with their peers. Garrison et al.'s (2000) research proves that course
activities that enhance social presence improve students’ satisfaction in an online learning
environment. This reminds us that the use of online resources and
course design alone can’t
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guarantee the development of autonomy. How students interact with the materials and
environmental matters as well. Feedback received during the teaching also supports that after
students “had the audience” (instructors listening to their ideas,
reading
commenting
on their posts, interviewees participating), they started to demonstrate autonomous behaviors
such as initiating discussions with teachers and peers, changing their learning strategies, re
examining their language and progress, etc. It is also worth mentioning that an increasing
number of students began to use office hours to report their findings and
the topic
they chose for their project while the project progressed. More and more second language usage
was
during the
and students seemed more comfortable and confident using
Chinese to discuss
topic.
Limited by the time
instruments, the author was not able to investigate
students
chose learning strategies, sought help from the community, and
with the learning
environment,
the off-campus ones. These factors can be the research focus for future
studies.

Conclusion and Future Studies
This study is an attempt to examine
online resources facilitate CFL students’
autonomous language learning in CLIL context. The experimental video-making project
focusing on content
language learning of Chinese journalism proves to be effective in
helping promote language autonomy among CFL learners. When carefully choosing appropriate
materials and designing tasks that require individual and group efforts, instructors can creatively
guide students to utilize their initiatives to learn the Chinese language beyond the classroom in a
self-regulated manner.
Many Chinese language educators are aware of the significance of autonomy in online
language learning. However, Benson (2016) points out that teachers may face challenges
practicing autonomous language
theories into practice in the fear of losing control and
varying learning results. This study offers a more accessible
manageable method for
advanced CFL instructors to foster autonomous learning utilizing videos in a CLIL context.
However, the study is limited by the curriculum structure at the school level and only looks at
the potential solutions
designing teaching units. Therefore, more systemic and longitudinal
research taking school policies, digital literacy, and the social-political environment into
consideration is called
on the matter in the future.
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内容语言整合教学背景下提高自主学习的网络资源使用
——高级中文课个案研究
曾骁
和丽山大学

摘要
无论是对于材料准备还是自主学习任务设计来说，网络资源在中文内容语言整合课程中
的角色日益重要。本研究考察了将网络视频资源整合进高级汉语新闻课的个例 ，展示了
如何利用网络资源提高学生自主性以及促进自主学习。具体来说，该研究展示了视频平
台（梨视频）和剪辑工具（印象）的主要特色，以及在任务中如何利用这些资源提高学
生的语言和新闻技能。对学习成果和反馈的分析也证实了视频平台和该课程设计的有效
性。
关键词: 内容语言整合教学，自主学习，真实网络语料，高级中文学习，视频任务
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